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Dear biaites

SRR 2021 -SURVIVE REVIVE RESURGE

Our theme of survive revive resurge has actually turned out to be the roadmap 
for our country for the past year post covid.

Reeling under tremendous pressure of the virus, what with our humungous 
population,diverse beleif systems and huge rural population and conspiracy 
theories.

But with an iron will and  vision towards one goal, our prime minister  
spearheaded the goal of vaccinating india in a record time.

We have  surpassed all expectations and have been quite successful in achieving 
the same.

Having said this, our industry has been working at full steam and the gst 
collections bear testimony of same.

Exports of products and services  are in huge demand due to the world 
preferring india over china and it is creating new oppurtunities to expand 
production lines and in turn has created good demand for machinery 
manufacturers.

Stock markets are at all time highs and india is seeing huge participation by retail 
investors .

Record no  of accounts have been opened for investing in stocks in the past year.

Almost all.commodity prices are at all time highs  due to  some sort of cartellising 
by large manufacturers.

With The govt reducing fuel prices with record reductions, inflation is also likely 
to be contained and many sectors are going to have substantial savings in fuel 
coats and inturn will help the economy at large.

E vehicles are going to be the  new norm and we are likely to be spoilt with 
choices of vehicles in this sector.

Charging stations will  present new challenges as well as  oppurtunities.

Speed netowrking event 2021 was concluded in last week of  sept and very good 
participation was recorded.

The ambassador of krygyst replublic his excellency Mr Asein asiev was in 
attendance as was our local mla mr ameet satam.

About 300 members attended the event at J.w.mariott.

bia members have also shown huge interest in visiting Dubai expo and a  
delegation of 60 members is attending the same in Nov 2021.

Diwali season saw very good retail demand and after many seasons , the festive 
buying has picked up.

Bia"s new office bearer  team was eleceted at the AGm in October and we have a 
very able leader and master strategist mr Nevil sanghvi as the president elect.

The new year will bring in the president and his able team to lead bia to greater  
heights in its 75th platinum year.

Sanjay Shah

President
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Speed Networking
thThe speed Networking Event was organisssed by the Association on 29  September, 2021 from 9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. at J.W. Marriott, Juhu.

There were 17 Premium tables and 45 Superior Tables.  Hon'ble Mr. Asein Isaev, Ambassador of the Krygyz Republic to India was the Chief Guest. 
Mr. Govind Shrikhande, Former M.D. Shoppers' Stop, Mr. Harvindr Pal Singh Mehta, Trade Commissioner, Euraasian Trade Council, Mr. Ameet 
Sattam MLA and Mr. Aneesh Makwaaney, Municipal Corporator, were the Guests of Honour.

Approx. 350 attendees visited the Speed Networking Event along with host of Executive Committee Members.  The event was grand success. 
thThe 8  EC Meeting was held on the sidelines of the Speed Networking Event.

President of BIA with H.E. Ambassador of Republic of Kyrgyg
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rdThe 73  Annual General Meeting of the Association was 
thheld on 18  October, 2021 at Haresh Motwani Conference 

Room of the Asssociation. Shri. Nevil Sanghvi, Vice-
President, presented the annual Report before the 
members present.  The meeting then transacted the 
statutory agenda points and the following Office Bearers 
were declared elected:

SHRI. NEVIL SANGHVI               PRESIDENT

SHRI. ASHISH GANDHI              VICE-PRESIDENT 

SHRI. HITESH SHETTY  VICE-PRESIDENT

SHRI. HITESH SHAH                   HON.TREASURER

SHRI. RAJESH DOSHI                 HON. SECRETARY

SHRI. RYAN FERNANDES      JT. HON.SECRETRY

SHRI RITESH CHOKSI               JT. HON. TREASURER

ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING

rd73
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th thThe 9  Executive Committee Meeting was held on 19  October, 2021.  The meeting was followed by Speed Networking Success Party.  Premium 
Table Holders who were invited to the party made presentation about their companies.

There were 95 persons attended the Success Party and it was a grand success. 

EC MEETING & SPEED NETWORKING SUCCESS PARTY
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After year-long delay, Dubai kicks off 
Expo 2020 with star-studded opening ceremony
The Expo's star-studded opening ceremony was streamed live to more than 430 locations across the UAE

After a one-year delay owing to the Covid-19  pandemic, Dubai 
Thursday kicked off its USD 7 billion Expo 2020 on a desert site, 
which a media report described as equivalent to the size of 600 
football fields.

According to the Khaleej Times, the Expo's star-studded opening 
ceremony was streamed live to more than 430 locations across the 
UAE. The ceremony was attended by Abu Dhabi's powerful Crown 
Prince Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Dubai ruler Sheikh 
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum and a host of other dignitaries.

The event will go on until March 2022 and is likely to see 
participants from over 190 countries. The city has decided on a 
target of 25 million visits — both virtually and in person.

According to the Associated Press, the Expo is one of the world's 
first global events in the pandemic world, following an Olympics 
this summer in Japan that took place without spectators.

However, unlike Tokyo, the UAE has one of the world's highest 
vaccination rates per capita and has seen its daily case numbers 
drop to their lowest levels in over a year.

The Indian pavilion at the Expo is being represented by Vedanta 
Resources, which has partnered with the Indian government to 
showcase the country's growth potential while celebrating India's 
75th year of Independence.

“The next 25 years, India will be the growth engine of the global 
economy, like China was in previous decades. Not only is India a 
large market, but also has tremendous human resource capital.” The 
Dubai Expo is a technology marvel that will capture the vibrant 
Indian culture and its past, besides the capabilities and 
opportunities that it presents as a global economic hub to the 
domestic as well as the foreign investors, Vedanta said in a 
statement.

The event was also marred with political controversy after the 
European Parliament this month urged nations not to take part in 
the Expo, citing human rights abuses, the jailing of activists and the 
autocratic government's use of spyware to target critics. However, 
EU'S top diplomat Josep Borrell acknowledged in a statement 
Thursday the bloc would take part in the Expo. “In times of great 
challenges, our societies need to come together, not only to 

overcome them but also to grow stronger and cooperate better,” 
Borrell was quoted as saying by AP. “Expo 2020 Dubai is a very 
visible opportunity to underline the EU's commitment to 
international cooperation and multilateralism,” he added.

A large number of prominent government ministers, officials, and 
celebrities are set to visit the India Pavilion during the six months of 
the expo, which will also host a number of cultural events.

After year-long delay, Dubai kicks
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THE IMPORTANCE OF GAP ANALYSIS OF 
AN INSURANCE PORTFOLIO

Alliance Insurance Brokers is one of India's leading insurance service providers, risk managers and reinsurance brokers. The company is dedicated in assisting 
you find the best possible solutions in protecting your exposure to risk in your line of businesses.

SMEInsure.in, the new insurtech initiative of Alliance, is an online and mobile friendly platform dedicated to MSME Insurance. 

Insurance policy document is a legal contract between Insured and Insurer. Like any other legal contract, this should be adequately prepared to protect the 
interest of the insured/client. 

One of the important areas of focus of SMEInsure is to provide GAP Analysis report to our clients. GAP Analysis primarily is an exercise to check if the risks of a 
client are adequately covered in their existing policy and covers the following areas like finding out coverage gaps in existing policy, identifying open risks, 
suggestions on covering open risks, identifying errors in policy documents, etc.  

It is not one time exercise because of dynamic nature of businesses. Prominent benefits from this GAP analysis are as under.

— Plugs in insurance coverage gaps and thus increases risk protection.

— Know various risks involved in existing and near future businesses of clients and to suggest appropriate protection by insurance.

— Improves existing insurance covers, wordings, policy structure etc.

— Checks all important terms & conditions, specifications of the policy.

— Avoid disputes at the time of claim, if any

SAMPLE GAP ANALYSIS REPORT

The above is a sample of GAP analysis report. We provide a comprehensive report to highlight your open risk exposures and suggests ways of covering 
them. 

SMEInsure.in will be more than happy to conduct a GAP Analysis exercise of your existing insurance policies and suggest improvements. This will ensure 
your business can become virtually RISK FREE through adequate insurance.

Stay safe, stay adequately insured.

CA MEHUL PALAN

National Head-SMEInsure.in

A digital initiative for MSME Insurance

mehul@allianceinsurance.in

+91 9920707454
https://smeinsure.allianceinsurance.in

Disclaimer: Alliance Insurance Brokers Pvt. Ltd. | 8th Floor, Gold Crest, 10th Road, Juhu, Vile Parle (W), Mumbai 400 049, India| Toll Free No. 1800 266 9693 | IRDAI Registration No. 217 | 
License Validity: 13/10/2021 to 12/10/2024 | Composite Broker |CIN: U67200MH2003PTC141621

The importance of gap analysis

mailto:mehul@allianceinsurance.in
https://smeinsure.allianceinsurance.in
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HERE'S WHAT THE NEXT 
SIX MONTHS OF THE 
PANDEMIC WILL BRING

The race between 
vaccinations and 
new variant strains 
won't end until 
Covid-19 has 
touched almost 
everyone.

By Michelle Fay Cortez

For anyone hoping to see light at the end of the Covid-19 tunnel over 
the next three to six months, scientists have some bad news: Brace for 
more of what we've already been through. 

Outbreaks will close schools and cancel classes. Vaccinated nursing 
home residents will face renewed fears of infection. Workers will weigh 
the danger of returning to the office as hospitals are overwhelmed, 
once again.

Almost everyone will be either infected or vaccinated before the 
pandemic ends, experts agree. Maybe both. An unlucky few will 
contract the virus more than once. The race between the waves of 
transmission that lead to new variants and the battle to get the glob
inoculate

“I see these continued surges occurring throughout the world,” said 
Michael Osterholm, director of the Center for Infectious Disease 
Research and Policy at the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis, and 
an adviser to U.S. President Joe Biden. “Then it will drop, potentially 
somewhat precipitously,” he said. “And then I think we very easily could 
see another surge in the fall and winter” of this year, he added. 

With billions of people around the world yet to be vaccinated and little 
chance now of eliminating the virus, we can expect more outbreaks in 
classrooms, on public transport and in workplaces over the coming 
months, as economies push ahead with reopening. Even as 
immunization rates rise, there will always be people who are 
vulnerable to the virus: Newborn babies, people who can’t or won’t get 
inoculated and those who get vaccinated but suffer breakthrough 

infections as their protection levels ebb.

The next few months will be rough. One key danger is if a vaccine-
resistant variant develops, although it is not the only risk ahead. In the 
coming months, Bloomberg will explore the pandemic's long-term 
impact on economies and markets, the pharmaceutical industry, travel 
and more

“We're going to see hills and valleys, at least for the next several years as 
we get more vaccine out. That's going to help. But the challenge is 
going to be: How big will the hills and valleys be, in terms of their 
distance?” Osterholm said. “We don't know. But I can just tell you, this is 
a coronavirus forest fire that will not stop until it finds all the human 
wood that it can burn.”

Covid Compared to Other Pandemics
The five well-documented influenza pandemics of the past 130 years 
offer some blueprint for how Covid might play out, according to Lone 
Simonsen, an epidemiologist and professor of population health 
sciences at Roskilde University in Denmark. She is an expert on the ebb 
and flow of such events.  

Stly consisted of two to four waves of infection over an average of two 
or three years, she said. Covid is already shaping up to be among the 
more severe pandemics, as its second year concludes with the world in 
the middle of a third wave — and no end in sight. 

It's possible that the virus known as SARS-CoV-2 won't follow the path 
set by the pandemics of the past. After all, it is a different, novel and 
potentially more transmissible pathogen. And with a death toll of more 
than 4.6 million people so far, it's already more than twice as deadly as 
any outbreak since the 1918 Spanish flu.

History shows the commonly held belief that viruses automatically get 
milder over time — to avoid completely wiping out their host 
population — is wrong, according to Simonsen. Although new 
mutations aren't always more severe than their predecessors, 
“pandemics can in fact get more deadly during the pandemic period, as 
the virus is adapting to its new host,” she said.

Early in the Covid outbreak, there was good reason to hope that 
vaccines would provide long-term protection, much like childhood 
shots that stop diseases such as polio. 

Coronaviruses have a “proof-reading” mechanism that fixes the in-born 
errors caused when the virus replicates, reducing the likelihood of 
variants emerging when the virus is transmitted from one person to 
another. 

Here's what the next Six months

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-08-13/the-world-may-never-reach-herd-immunity-against-covid-19
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The number of global cases has been so vast, however, that mutations 
are occurring anyway.

“With the pandemic, we have this enormous force of infection,” said 
Kanta Subbarao, director of the WHO Collaborating Center for 
Referance and Research on Influenza at the Peter Doherty Institute for 
Infection and Immunity in Melbourne. “That has counterbalanced the 
ability of virusto proof-read”

As a result, Covid could be like the flu, requiring regular vaccine top-ups 
to remain effective as the virus evolves. 

Some researchers say SARS-CoV-2 is poised to become completely 
resistant to the first genneration of vaccines. A study from Japan, which 
has yet to be published or peer-reviewed, suggests that potentially 
dangerous mutations in the delta variant are already being picked up in 
global database used to track such development Reports of current  
strains breaking through vaccinations or triggering higher fatality rates
have not held up to rigorous scrutiny thus far.

“This is a scenario we hope won't happen,” Simonsen said. “My God, we 
would have to do it all again.”

Other even grimmer possibilities for the coming months include the 
emergence of a novel influenza virus or another coronavirus making 
the leap from animals into humans.

“As long as there are animal reservoirs of coronavirus there is still the 
possibility that another zoonotic coronavirus could emerge in the 
future,” Subbarao said. “There is that in the background, the risk of still 
dealing with this one when another one emerges.”

How Will Covid End?
What seems clear is that the pandemic will not be over in six months. 
Experts generally agree that the current outbreak will be tamed once 
most people — perhaps 90% to 95% of the global population — have a 
degree of immunity thanks to immunization or previous infection. 

The key element should be vaccination, they say

“Without vaccination, one is like a sitting duck, because the virus will 
spread widely and find most everybody this autumn and winter,” said 
Simonsen. 

More than 5.66 billion does of vaccine have been administered around 
the world, according to Bloomberg’s vaccine tracker. But the success of 
rollouts in some regions, such as the European Union, North America 
and China masks the failure in others. Most countries in Africa have only 
given enough vaccine to cover less than 5% of their populations with a 
two-dose shot. India has administered enough to cover only about 
26%. 

The pandemic will end at different times in different places, just as 
previous outbreaks have, said Erica Charters, associate professor of the 
history of medicine at Oxford University and the coordinator of a 
project on how epidemics end. Goverments will have to decide how 
much of the disease they are comfortable living with, she said.

Approaches vary. While some countries are still shooting for zero Covid 
cases, the world is unlikely to eradicate the virus completely.

Nations like Denmark and Singapore, which have managed to keep 
cases relatively contained, are already moving toward a post-pandamic 
future with fewer safety restrictions. Others, such as the U.S. and U.K. 
are opening up even as infection numbers near records. Meanwhile, 
China, Hongkong and new Zealand have vowed to keep vigilantly 
working to eliminate the virus locally. As a resualt, they are likely to be 
among the last places to leave behind the disruption wrought by 
walling out the pandemic.

“The end process is not going to be uniform,” Charters said. The 
pandemic “is a biological phenomenon, but it's also a political and 
social phenomenon.” 

“Even now we have different approaches to it.” 

It's likely to be messy, leaving a lasting legacy for years to come. Until 
then, most of us will need to brace for many more months in the 
pandemic's grip. 

“We have to approach it with our eyes wide open and with a great deal 
of humility,” Osterholm said. “Anybody that thinks we're going to be 
over this in the next few days or a few months is sorely mistaken.”

Here's what the next Six months

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.08.22.457114v1.full.pdf
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The real stakes of Apple's battle
over remote work
The debate taking place between Apple and its employees – with 
regards to returning to office work in the post-Covid world - is 
likely to be playing out at tens of thousands of companies across 
the world. The 'Recode' team at Vox have done a good job in this 
article of capturing both sides of the story:

“Apple expects employees to return to their desks at least three days 
a week when its offices reopen. And although the Covid-19 delta 
variant has made it unclear exactly when that will be, Apple's 
normally heads-down employees are pushing back in an 
unprecedented way. 

They've created two petitions demanding the option to work 
remotely full time that have collected over 1,000 signatures 
combined, a handful of people have resigned over the matter, and 
some employees have begun speaking out publicly to criticize 
management's stance.”

First, let's understand Apple's side of the story: “One of the most 
critical reasons Apple is fighting to get people back in the office is 
that its leaders think being in the office is good for business.

“Innovation isn't always a planned activity,” Cook told People 
magazine this spring. “It's bumping into each other over the course 
of the day and advancing an idea that you just had. And you really 
need to be together to do that.”…

At many offices, particularly at a giant tech campus like Apple's 
headquarters, there's a sort of formula for encouraging workers to 
talk to each other, even if they don't work in the same department or 
on the same project. Through architecture and design, which Apple 
has invested in heavily, management can channel workers into the 
same space with communal kitchens, centrally located bathrooms, 
and atriums.

That's harder to recreate in the virtual world of Zoom calls, Slack, and 
email

On this specific point made by the Apple CEO, several Apple 
employees have given rebuttals to the authors of this article: ““I don't 
think [management] is entirely wrong,” one Apple engineer, who 
spoke on the condition of anonymity because of Apple's policy 
against employees speaking to the press without authorization, told 
Recode. “I think there are hallway conversations that I miss. But I think 
they overstate the value of it.”… 

“There's this idea that people skateboarding around tech campuses 
are bumping into each other and coming up with great new 
inventions,” said Cher Scarlett, an engineer at Apple who joined the 
company during the pandemic and has become a leader in, among 
other issues, organizing her colleagues on pushing for more remote 
work. “That's just not true,” she said.”

Balanced against the modest benefits of collaboration in the office, 
those in favour of sustained WFH in the long-run point to a variety of 
benefits of not having to work in the office: ““We had a running joke 
where we had a 'crying room' at the office,” Parrish told Recode. “We 
are as a group happier, healthier, and just doing so much better than 
we ever were in the office. And that's because we're able to have our 
own spaces ... we're able to escape a little bit from some of the more 
toxic elements of work.”….

For many, remote work during the pandemic made their lives better. 
Skipping a commute or being able to duck out in the middle of the 
day to run errands or shepherd children gave people a better sense 
of work-life balance. For those who felt left out from office 
camaraderie and extracurricular activities, the ability to work from 
home has been less isolating….

One thing some cited, in addition to family and medical reasons, was 
the incredibly high cost of housing near Apple's headquarters in 
Silicon Valley. For the first time, some workers were able to move 
farther away from the office to more affordable areas on the 
outskirts. For those who currently have no commute, it's hard to 
imagine going back to driving a two- to four-hour round trip.

Parrish said that she is often on calls as early as 6 am and sometimes 
as late as 10:30 pm. She finds it much easier to take those calls from 
home.

“For a lot of people, remote work allowed them a kind of work-life 
balance that was absolutely impossible in the office,” said Parrish, 
who said she also has health concerns about returning to the office 
because her partner is immunocompromised. “I'm able to have a life 
outside my job again, and I'm not willing to give that up.””

If the world's most profitable company with a fabulous campus and 
great facilities is having a tough time selling “work-from-office” to its 
employees in California, one doesn't have to be a management 
consultant to see what this implies for lesser companies operating in 
densely packed cities with decrepit transport infrastructure

The real stakes of Apple's battle over remote work
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Honey, History 
Has Shrunk The Leader
Honey, History Has Shrunk The Leader

[dropcap]E[/dropcap]mbrace of idealism is a 
must.  However,  l i fe's quirk requires that 
adherence to maturity comes first and, strangely, 
the two are not exactly aligned. One must 
understand that the real world is just not ideal; 
even its axis of rotation is a bit tilted. So, we must 
first accept that crookedness of life and then try to 
move beyond.

In the corporate world, that oddity gets 
compounded. From aspiration to action to 
expectation — mismatches in the management, 
employees and customers are prevalent 
everywhere, irrespective of the size, type and 
location of the organisation.

It is partly due to some lacuna in leadership at the 
top; a lack of follower-ship below and the size of 
the challenge — the purposeful project that 
needs to be accomplished.

Let us focus on the last one. While the non-ideal 
world is a universal fact, at the helm, one still 
c a n n o t  b e  c o m p l a c e n t ;  a  l e a d e r  m u s t 
acknowledge the same and then act. However, 
assuming a hypothetically zero lacuna in the 
CEO's leadership and the employees' follower-
ship quotient, let us still understand the severe 
limitations of the corporate leader today. That 
plight of the leader has a lot to do with where we 
are, with respect to history.

It may be understood that, in the final reckoning, 
life is about the choices one makes. A leader's life, 
in particular, has always been about what battles 
were available at the time and which among them 
was finally picked. The size and nature of the 
selected challenge that is the dimensions of the 
purposeful project so chosen, decides the gravity 
of the mission at hand and thus success or failure 

of the same speaks about the tallness of the 
leader.

Before moving further, it is required that we go 
back in history and then proceed further to 
exactly understand the shrinking leadership at 
the top vis-à-vis the progress of time and, at the 
same moment, take a note of the evolution of the 
followers or the working class below — travelling 
along the same timeline.

lvin Toffler narrated in his book The Third Wave of 
an initial agricultural first wave in which the 
peasants worked in the fields, in the hot sun, with 
bent backs. Presumably, when they stopped and 
stood straight, just for a moment to wipe the 
trickle of perspiration from their brow, they would 
have by chance glanced over the yonder and seen 
their master's colossal castle. These workers 
exactly knew who they worked for and for what. 
They worshipped their lord of the land residing in 
that distant mammoth structure; for winning the 
land that they now toiled upon, keeping the 
enemy at bay. Thus, the lord-master provided the 
working class with their bread and security and, in 
fact, destiny.

However, if the worker was one from the side that 
got vanquished; he would have hated the master; 
for, now he must slave on the land. If he dared and 
stopped work for a moment's breather, he must 
bend again a bit more quickly and get back to 
work, lest his new master's overlooking men get 
cracking with the whip. He must be quick to 
understand that his bread, security and the very 
lifeline lay in the hands of the new master and so 
he must quickly fall in line with only that 
straightforward wisdom.

No matter what, both sides of workers were tiny as 
compared to their majestic royal masters and they 

would bow low in his presence. In that era, a leader 
was all high and mighty in stature and his emblem 
adorned every prominent activity. That era lasted 
thousands of years; masters and slaves changed, 
but not the protocol among them.

D u e  to  t h e  a d ve n t  o f  t h e  n e x t  s m a l l e r 
industrialisation wave, slowly the fetish for 
accumulation of more land and thus the need for 
men to work on them faded away. Securing 
markets gradually gained dominance over food 
security and colonisation of distant lands became 
a reality - to feed the machine, if not so much the  
stomach. Farms peasants were replaced by 
industrial workers. In the last century, the era of 
colonies also completely lost its aura. With is was 
lost the charm of anything that seemed royal; the 
gap and size between the rulers and ruled was 
also reduced.

The ground having shifted, the process of actual 
and permanent eviction of the land occupiers 
became possible because of men like MK Gandhi 
who belonged to, let's say, the workers' side. The 
Gandhis of the world pointed their finger at the 
oppressor and that was the good etiquette 
expected of a leader then. The army of subservient 
workers needed very little imagination; for, they 
all exactly knew who their tyrant masters were 
and what freedom could bring to them. However, 
none had the imagination on how not to stoop 
but to stand and remain upright.

Leaders like Gandhi and later Martin Luther King Jr 
and Nelson Mandela who were descendants of 
such enslaved races and also subjugated to 
hardships showed the way to overthrow those 
despotic regimes. These men, sensing the shift in 
history's winds, adjusted the sails by relying only 
on their unique, cutting-edge human insights and 
traversed upstream against the currents of 

Honey, History Has Shrunk The Leader
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authority. They engaged the masses, formed 
opinions and passively rebelled with a cause. A 
project of higher purpose was at once defined — 
to stop bending low in the presence of authority 
and instead take a high moral stand.

If defining the challenge is the first part and the 
method to achieve success is the second, the 
definition was as easy as self-evident. Thus, the 
greatness of these leaders rested in their 
methodology to achieve the objective and not 
their ability to define the problem. Getting others 
to do what you want to do because they want to 
do it was an understandable simple equation that 
each of these leaders churned out. They could 
thus unite the individual men into masses, 
irrespective to where and from what background 
the followers came from. The challenge was 
omnipresent, distinctly obvious and large.

Freedom became a giant project of purpose that 
gave birth to these giant leaders. It must be 
understood that these were gentle giants who 
dethroned the rulers, their propaganda and their 
agenda but did not themselves become new 
crowned lords. They did not possess the absolute 
and arbitrary power to garland or hang anyone 
they so desired.

We now live in a world that, generally speaking, is 
a place where kingdoms don't exist, countries are 
independent, racism is defeated and human 
rights are established. The era of giant problems 
and thus the need for giant men ended a few 
decades ago. It was the outcome of their deeds 
that paved the way for the next even smaller wave.

The times that followed opened new avenues for 
different kind of leaders — the knowledge 
masters. These men ruled from the highest roost. 
They were not fighting against some oppression; 
rather they were fighting for control of some 
specially acquired knowledge. However, the size 
of their project — of effectively sharing the 
knowledge for profit or suppressing it for gain — 
was not so grand. Thus, in size, these new leaders 
matched their average projects.

Soon, the internet and advent of the worldwide 
web created an e-revolution of sorts where 
information and knowledge became available for 
almost free to all. It pervaded the life scopes of 
millions. Globalisation happened! Thus, the 
monopolistic perch of privileged knowledge 

gurus ended as climbing up the 
information tree for anyone so 
desirous, became less of a steeper 
clamber.

That brings us to this day in history. 
L e t ' s  u n d e r s t a n d  t h e  d e e p 
dichotomy of our oppression-free 
and king-less times. It seems man is 
born to serve up to a challenge. 
With the kings gone, Gandhi had 
also preached us: “Customer is the 
king.” This made up king is no 
challenging tyrant (tongue firmly 
in cheek, I'm sure it's debatable at 
times) and calling one so makes life 
difficult.

Gandhi would have therefore failed 
today, if he dared to suggest a 
boycott of, say, all videshi goods, as 
he may do more harm than good to 
the country, as protectionism is a 
bad word now and following it 
would lead to retaliation, killing our 
exports.

Besides, patriotism is not so sexy 
anymore. The American politicians 
say that Indians are taking away 
their jobs, namely outsourced, low-
cost BPOs, and want to stop that. 
So, by that logic, for India, is the 
western world a challenger or a 
c u s t o m e r ?  A n d  a r e  I n d i a n s 
relieving the Americans or burdening them 
financially with inexpensive services?

Conversely speaking, calling a challenger a 
customer in one peculiar business makes life easy 
— say, that of any Islamic jihad leader. The 
mujahid sells hatred; he would welcome 
Westerners to his land and then have them killed. 
His customers are different in looks and, 
ideologically, so are easy to identify.

Today, why would a mujahid with very limited 
resources be better off than a 'corporatised' 
Gandhi? The jihad peddler would relatively have a 
more visibly clearer enemy (challenge) while 
Gandhi would be pointing his finger to a rather 
blurred target. Think! How do you sell this idea? 
Let not there be any drain of precious foreign 
exchange, but let's bless Ratan Tata who bought 

Engilish beauty Corus worth severa billion dollars; 
recall that Tata had does so by tapping foreign 
investors and not just local ones. Ehy? Because our 
Indian laws prevent forex outflows beyond a 
certian limite. And why are such laws in place? 
Well, we got to keep the balance of payments 
situation  balanced, stupid!

That soldiers are killers, yet not murderers is a 
concept easy to understand and sell, so long as 
there is no direct monetary consideration. But the 
message that we now get is: free the country, die 
for your cause, but don't forget to balance the 
damn budget!

On the other hand, the jihadi may quip that he 
picked his career for 'convenience' and add that it 
is perhaps easier convincing someone to sacrifice 
his or her life in the form of a human bomb, which 
takes a few customers (Westerners) along to the 

Honey, History Has Shrunk The Leader
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grave, than convincing someone to take a salary cut!

But then, there are no Nobel prizes for the jihad 
creed as they are branded terrorists and not 
freedom fighters; their projects are not purposeful 
at all as viewed by the society at large.

Who then can be a leader of our times? How does 
one rule from here on an assembled army of 
knowledge-soaked men and women? The leader 
points a finger against whom? For what?

The politician is definitely not that leader; for he or 
she often lives because the person is not already 
dead; often survives even with dismal approval 
ratings, just because the elections are yet far or 
because the other guy is even worse.

The CEO is indeed the new age leader, though this 
creed will never get a direct Nobel prize for being 
just that — a fantastic CEO.

And what is a CEO pointing at for followers to look 
at? Sadly, the balanced budget.

If the CEO is pointing at the obvious, that is profit, 
then God save him! To achieve profits, there are 
innumerable and complicated factors on which 
no CEO has any control. In fact the CEO's very 
organisation and thoughts are controlled by the 
environment of the industry, the approaching 
technologies, the exchange rate, the political 
party in power in one's own and trading countries 
and, thus, the national policies affecting the 
business.

Late Nani Palkiwala had said,

SINGLE-MINDED PURSUIT 
FOR MONEY IMPOVERISHES 
THE MIND, SHRIVELS THE 
I M A G I N A T I O N  A N D 
DESICCATES THE HEART.
So, if profit is all that the CEO's imagination can 
point at as a chosen purposeful project, s/he must 
be prepared to explain “why not more?” at the end 
of each quarter. At best, it's a moving target that 
generates greed and, at worst, the project is self-
defeating as it generates fear, as the followers will 
jump the ship at the first sight of an approaching 

financial iceberg.

Alas, money tends to fill the wallet but not the 
soul. The pursuit of profit is thus a cheap project 
from which only dwarfs can be born and not 
leaders.

So what can a wise CEO point at for followers to 
look at? A balanced mind!

The CEO is the latest but the smallest leader in 
history. Not wanting to accept fate and finding no 
real life-threatening enemy to defeat, he thus 
attempts to have largeness of size bestowed upon 
the self by pointing the finger at a more self-
created purposeful project, a challenge of sorts 
that can maybe bring meaning to everyone's lives, 
including of his followers, but mostly his own. That 
can be to, say, maximise employee satisfaction, to 
attempt to have the company become renowned 
for CSR work, to foster an environment of 
innovation, to ser ve the nation through 
indigenisation, to work towards a global cooling 
cause or whatever else — sometimes, vague as 
may be, so long as its sounding 'in vogue'. A 
midget-ed CEO may then plagiarise some Gandhi 
and dispense wisdom by sermonising “service to 
mankind is also service to God” to justify his self-
created purposeful project.

Globalisation and access to knowledge have now 
got deeply entrenched and entwined. This has 
also produced asymmetrical stimuli, making 
leadership that much more difficult.

In our shrunk world, wars among nations are not 
for land but for markets, fought not by soldiers but 
by companies; they take place not in battlefields 
but in boardrooms and they are fought not with 
weapons but by ideas. Heading the army then are 
no longer generals but CEOs. Not necessarily all 
the corporate army men and women perfectly fall 
in the desired rank and file below, as each have 
their own ideas. In our modern democratic times, 
all have been encouraged to express ideas freely. 
As if listening to demanding customers was not 
enough, hearing out every employee's idea 
demands new patience from the already 
stupefied CEO. Some even take the liberty to 
advise the CEO rather than seek the same; 
shrinking the CEO even more… ouch!

So, can only powerful and obvious challenges, 
with no direct monetary price tags attached, give 

rise to powerful, obvious and invaluable leaders? 
In the absence of the same, is the authenticity of 
real leadership severely threatened or nearing 
extinction?

In the absence of a mega common foe or 
challenge, the onerous task of inventing a 
genuine challenge in the form of a mega 
corporate ideology and brining it to boardroom 
for sale within the organisation rests with every 
wise and inspirational CEO. The ideology so made, 
the CEO must than attempt to align the 
employees to stand shoulder-to-shoulder to face 
that self-designed challenge.

However, an ideology from a CEO, say, who wants 
employees to find a meaning in their work by 
chasing prospective customers and green 
enviroment movement alike, would sound 
somthing like ‘the planet’s safety is a must, as 
employee satisfaction comes first; that of 
customer is a consequence and profit is a desired 
side effect but not a medicine for panacea’.

Realise, no matter how noble, this ideology is a 
very difficult concept to sell even to the 
beneficiaries. Also, the CEO is no spiritual guru 
that gets donations even when the most 
meaningful project is being pursued. So, on the 
one side, even when all employees are expected 
to subscribe to the agreed ideological doctrine for 
the well-being of the earth and the organisation, 
the same must not become a self-defeating 
distraction as, on the other side, they must also 
not forget  that the business of business must still 
remain their prime objective and revenue, Its 
essential resources are a must for the entity;s very 
survival.

Therefore, the oxymoronic message from the wise 
CEO's desk is ultimately a fuzzy sounding 'aim 
here, focus there — by order'!

The corporate world is not just tilted, lately it's 
gone topsy-turvy. Unlike the leaders of the past, if 
defining the challenging project was the first part 
and the method to achieve its success the second, 
the greatness of the CEO today lies in somehow to 
get the followers to synthesise his fuzzy-logical 
order and figure out just the first part first.

That task alone is a killing one. Honey, the CEO 
then is the minuscule living martyr of our times.

Honey, History Has Shrunk The Leader
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Moody's	changes	India's	rating
outlook	to	stable	from	negative
"The decision to change the outlook to stable reflects Moody's view that the downside risks from 
negative feedback between the real economy and financial system are receding," Moody's said in a 
report on October 5.

Ratings agency Moody's hiked India's sovereign credit rating outlook 
to stable from negative, citing an improvement in the financial sector 
and faster-than expected economic recovery across sectors.
"The decision to change the outlook to stable reflects Moody's view 
that the downside risks from negative feedback between the real 
economy and financial system are receding," Moody's said in a report 
on October 5.
It said that with higher capital cushions and greater liquidity, banks 
and non-bank financial institutions pose much lesser risk to the 
sovereign than previously anticipated.

"And while risks stemming from a high debt burden and weak debt 
affordability remain, Moody's expects that the economic 
environment will allow for a gradual reduction of the general 
government fiscal deficit over the next few years, preventing further 
deterioration of the sovereign credit profile," it said.

The agency maintained India's sovereign rating at 'Baa3'.
Moody's said that after years of the NPA crisis in the Indian banking 
system, things have changed for the better.
"Solvency in the financial system has strengthened, improving credit 
conditions which we expect to be sustained as policy settings 
normalize. Bank provisioning has allowed for the gradual write-off of 
legacy problem assets over the past few years," the report said, 
adding that banks have strengthened their capital positions, 
pointing to a stronger outlook for credit growth to support the 
economy.
The ratings agency said that it expects India's real GDP growth to 
average around six percent over the medium term, reflecting a 
rebound in activity to levels at potential as conditions normalise 
following the second wave of Covid-19 pandemic

"The growth projections take into account structural challenges, 

including weak infrastructure, rigidities in labour, land and product 
markets that continue to constrain private investment and contribute 
to post-pandemic economic scarring,"it said.
It said that the various economic relief measures announced by the 
government over the past year and a half.  if implemented effectively, 
would be credit positive and could lead to higher potential growth 
than expected.
Economic recovery underway
In its report, Moody's said that economic was recovery is underway 
with activity picking up and broadening across sectors.
"Following a deep contraction of 7.3 percent in FY2020-21, Moody's 
expects India's real GDP to surpass 2019 levels this fiscal year, 
rebounding to a growth rate of 9.3 percent, followed by 7.9 percent 
in fiscal 2022.
Moody's said that downside risks to growth from subsequent 
coronavirus infection waves were mitigated by rising vaccination 
rates and more selective use of restrictions on economic activity, as 
seen during the second wave.

The magnificent ballroom of the JW Marriot, Juhu, transforms into 
the ideal venue for networking and business with 300+ attendees. 
The seventh edition of the Speed Networking event was a huge 
success, with 63 exhibitors and over 100 participants, members of 
the executive committee and special invitees. The event was 
attended by a number of luminaries, including  Mr. H. E. Asein Isaev, 
The Ambassador of the Kyrgyzstan Republic to India,  HON MLA Shri 
Ameet Satam, Mr. Govind Shrikhande, Former M. D Shoppers Stop, 
Harvinder Pal Singh Mehta Commissioner - Maharashtra & Goa - India 
Eurasian Trade Council

The past President came out in full support. The event's organisers 
appeared to be in perfect command, ensuring that everything went 
well and that the participants got the most out of it!!

Moody's changes India's rating
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No college degree? 
More employers than ever just don't care

No college degree? 

By Jeanne Sahadi, CNN Business

If you don't have a four-year college degree, you're hardly alone. The 
majority of US working age adults do not.

You may assume you have little chance of developing a well paying  
career with benefits and growth potential at a Fortune 500 company. 
After all, so many jobs require a Bachelor's degree.

But your chances may be better than you think, thanks to a growing 
network of white-collar apprenticeship programs that lead to jobs at 
blue chip employers, including big tech players like Google, Amazon 
and Salesforce.

Such programs result in paid, on-the-job training, benefits, coaching 
and access to employee and alumni networks.

Facing reality
Over the past five years, employers have been trying to solve for two 
things:

One is a long-predicted skilled labor shortage -- especially in 

technology. The other is the need to actively address systemic 
inequities and unconscious bias in their hiring and promotions 
practices.

To stay competitive, they've realized they have to broaden their search
for high-potential candidates, since there is now greater recognition 
that no race, ethnicity, gender, zip code or diploma has a monopoly on 
talent.

"We're a talent-based company. It's our only asset. So we widened the 
aperture," said Pallavi Verma, a senior managing director at consulting 
firm Accenture, which created its first apprenticeship program in 
Chicago in 2016 and has since brought on 1,200 apprentices across 35 
cities. "[The program] is part of our talent strategy."

Year Up is an organization that provides tuition-free, college-credit-
eligible job training in 29 US locations. And like many nonprofits and 
community colleges around the country, it partners with employers , 
like Accenture, to find high-potential apprentices.

Year Up specifically provides business and technical skills training to 
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prepare potential  candidates for  a  corporate job  before 
recommending them to an employer.

The group's main mission is to help close the opportunity divide, 
especially for minority applicants. "Requiring a four-year college 
degree excludes 70% of Black Americans and 80% of Latinos," said 
Morris Applewhite, Year Up's chief corporate engagement officer.

A few years ago, Chance Rodnez, now 30, found his way to Accenture 
after graduating from one of Year Up's tuition-free programs. After 
working as an Accenture apprentice, he got hired full-time as a junior 
analyst. Since then, he said, he's been promoted twice and now works 
as a cloud computing senior analyst.

"It's been a life changing experience," Rodnez said. 

Big Blue moves more toward skills-based hiring
IBM was one of the first tech companies to create an apprenticeship 
program, which started in 2017. 

By the end of this year it will have trained more than 1,000 apprentices 
and hired the majority of them, said Kelli Jordan, IBM's director of 
career, skills and performance.

Its average apprentice salary is about 50% higher than the average 
local income where a person is working, according to the company. 
And once someone is hired, they typically see a bump in pay from there.

Up to 20% of IBM's job roles no longer require a four-year college 
degree, Jordan said.

But of course, moving up the ladder at many big companies will 
eventually require candidates have a Bachelor's degree or higher.

Apprentices may find support in that regard as well. At IBM, for 
instance, some of its training courses can earn apprentices college 
credits, up to 45 in the case of its software engineering apprenticeship.

At Bank of America, job candidates without college degrees are 
considered for entry-level and sometimes higher positions through an 
internal program called Pathways, which offers on-the-job and related 
training, a coach, as well as pay and benefits, including tuition 

reimbursement for college. To date, the company has hired 10,000 
people from low- and middle-income communities through the 
program and aims to hire 10,000 more by 2025.

More apprenticeships likely
There's reason to believe the availability of apprenticeships and a 
greater emphasis on skills over degrees in hiring will grow.

Together with Aon, Accenture has created a playbook for other 
employers to use as a guide in creating their own apprenticeship 
programs. 

Meanwhile, there is heightened interest in closing opportunity and 
wealth gaps. At the end of last year, a coalition of CEOs formed OneTen, 
a nonprofit aiming to advance the goal of hiring, promoting and 
advancing 1 million Black people without four-year degrees "into 
family-sustaining careers" over the next decade.

And employers that don't have infrastructure in place to directly 
source, train and coach high-potential apprentice candidates can now 
work with a company like Multiverse to help create and manage 
apprenticeship programs for them.

The UK-based company was founded in 2016 and just began operating 
in the United States this year. Since its founding, it has provided the 
vetting, training, coaching, networking and placement of 5,000 
apprentices across more than 300 employers.

Just over half its program participants are people of color, half are 
women and a third come from under-resourced communities, the 
company said. The vast majority of apprentices who complete their 
program stay at their employers for at least two years.

So far, Multiverse has acquired 12 US clients, including Google,Verizon 
and Class Pass. But that number could more than double by year end, 
said Sophie Ruddock, vice president and general manager of its North 
America operations.

“We're seeing demand take off."

No college degree? 
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Time millionaires: meet the 
people pursuing the pleasure of leisure

It is often a struggle just to 
stay afloat. But if you had 
enough money, would you 
pursue more of it – or 
should time now be our 
greatest aspiration?

In every job he has ever had, Gavin has shirked. When he worked in a call 
centre, he would mute the phone, rather than answer it. When he worked 
in a pub, he would sneak out of the building and go to another pub 
nearby, for a pint. His best-ever job was as a civil servant. He would take 
an hour for breakfast, and two for lunch. No one ever said anything. All 
his colleagues were at it, too.

When the pandemic began, Gavin, now working as a software engineer, 
realised, to his inexhaustible joy, that he could get away with doing less 
work than he had ever dreamed of, from the comfort of his home. He 
would start at 8.30am and clock off about 11am. To stop his laptop from 
going into sleep mode – lest his employers check it for activity – Gavin 
played a 10-hour YouTube video of ablack screen.

One might reasonably describe Gavin (not his real name) as a deadbeat. 
In economic terms, he is a unit of negative output. In moral terms, he is to 
be despised; there are antonyms for the word “grafter”, and none of them 
are good. In religious terms – well, few gods would smile on such 
indolence. But that is not how Gavin views things. “I work to pay my bills 
and keep a roof over my head,” he says. “I don't see any value or purpose 
in work. Zero. None whatsoever.”

Gavin's job is an unfortunate expediency that facilitates his enjoyment of 
the one thing that does matter to him in life: his time. “Life is short,” Gavin 
tells me. “I want to enjoy the time I have. We are not here for a long time. 
We are here for a good time.” And for now, Gavin is living the good life. 
He's a time millionaire. “I am delighted,” Gavin tells me. “I could not be 
happier.” He is practically singing.

And his boss? “My boss is happy with the work I'm doing,” he says. “Or 
more accurately, the work he thinks I'm doing.”

First named by the writer Nilanjana Roy ina 2016 column in the Financial 
Times, time millionaires measure their worth not in terms of financial 
capital, but according to the seconds, minutes and hours they claw back 
from employment for leisure and recreation. “Wealth can bring comfort 
and security in its wake,” says Roy. “But I wish we were taught to place as 
high a value on our time as we do on our bank accounts – because how 
you spend your hours and your days is how you spend your life.”

And the pandemic has created a new cohort of time millionaires. The UK 

and the US are currently in the grip of a workforce crisis.One recent 
survey found that more than 56% of unemployed people were not 
actively looking for a new job. Data from the Office for National Statistics 
shows that many people are not returning to their pre-pandemic jobs,  or 
if they are, they are requesting towork from home, clawing back all those 
hours previously lost to commuting.

Advertisement

“We're seeing this great resignation,” says Charlie Warzel, the author of 
the Galaxy Brain newsletter and co-author of the forthcoming bookOutof 
Office: The Big Probleme and Bigger Promise of Working from Home. 
“People are quitting their jobs and not returning to work, even if their 
unemployment benefits are running out.”

The people actively embracing a less work-focused life are, generally 
speaking, childless members of the professional classes, but Roy argues 
that this shouldn't have to be the case. “If society was truly progressive,” 
she says, “it would not work people to the bone in the first place, or make 
the assumption that leisure, time to rest, time to be with your family, is 
only for the wealthy.”

The enforced downtime of the pandemic caused many of us to reassess 
our attitudes to work, and whether we might be able to lead less 
lucrative but more fulfilling lives. “I got on a train last week at 7am,” says 
Samuel Binstead, a 29-year-old coffee shop owner from Sheffield. “And 
some guys next to me sat down and the first thing they did was get out a 
laptop and a stack of papers. All I could think was: 'You are not in the 
office yet, and you're already trying to get a head start on work, because 
it must be the most important thing to you.' I felt sorry for them.”

Binstead is a recovering workaholic. Pre-pandemic, he ran a 50-cover 
wine bar in central Sheffield. He would start work at 10am and leave at 
1am, five days a week. On his days off, he would do paperwork. “I don't 
think I realised how close I was to complete burnout,” he says. “I was using 
work to cope with work. Being there seemed to be my only option.” His 
mother didn't bother inviting him to her 50th birthday, because she 
knew he would be busy. “She was probably right,” he says. “I wouldn't 
have been able to get the time off.”

Time millionaires: meet the people pursuing the pleasure of leisure
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When the pandemic hit, the sensation of relief was overwhelming. “It 
completely changed my relationship with money,” he says. “Having the 
time at home was so much more valuable to me.” In September 2020, 
Binstead closed his wine bar and moved his business to a smaller unit. He 
sells coffee in the morning, and closes for the day at lunchtime. Turnover 
is down 75%. In the afternoons, Binstead practises photography, or sees 
friends. He has no career goals. “I just want to do what I'm doing for now,” 
he says. “Live a lot more presently.” He estimates that he is “100 times 
happier” than he was before.

He also started from a better place than many would-be time 
millionaires. As things stand, working less is not an option for minimum-
wage workers facing a spiralling cost-of-living crisis, or parents struggling 
to pay exorbitant childcare costs. “I want to be very clear,” says Isaac 
Fitzgerald,a New York-based writer. “I am very lucky. I am 38. I don't have 
children. I understand what a luxury it is to be able to take three-and-a-
half hours out of my day to go for a walk.”

Advertisement

In a New York magazine profile last month, Fitzgerald, a former BuzzFeed 
books editor and author of a popular newsletter about walking, Walk it 
Off, cheerfully described himself as a time millionaire. He began what he 
calls the Walk Off project after realising that he had “been living in New 
York for seven years and barely knew the city”. The enforced ellipsis of the 
pandemic opened new vistas for Fitzgerald to explore on foot. “I realised 
that I wanted to walk,” he says.

Pre-Covid, Fitzgerald regularly worked 80-hour weeks. “My calendar was 
meetings upon meetings upon meetings,” he says. “I had this feeling 
there was never enough time, and that added to my anxiety. That 'tick 
tick tick'.” Fitzgerald has now reduced his hours to 30 a week, and his 
income by 50%. Time is his greatest asset, and one he guards jealously. 
Time away from his desk is a walk in the Catskill mountains beside 
waterfalls; it is  on Long Island beaches. “It's almost like  finding shipwrecks
I am doing my best to protect my time now,” Fitzgerald says. “That comes 
with being a time millionaire. Just as one would want to protect one's 
investment, I protect my time.”
“There's a movement here that feels pretty organic,” says Warzel. “The 
pandemic was this massive controlled experiment in forcing people to 
embrace a different way of working. And what we saw was the opposite 
of what executives had been telling employees for decades: productivity 
and profits [rose]. Now, people are wondering what else employers were 
wrong about. What other ways of working have gotten out of sync?”
The UK workforce is stressed out, overworked and underpaid. British 
peoplework the longest hours in Europe, the equivalent of an extra two-
and-a-half weeks of unpaid overtime a year. Wages have not kept up with 

inflation, meaning that in real 
terms,earnings are lower 
than before the 2008 
financial crisis. “Isn't it time to 
question a system of 
productivity that pushes so 
many people into jobs and 
industries that are unsafe, 
that pay low wages for long 
hours of work?” asks Roy.

But decoupling our self-
worth from the credits 
flowing into our bank 
accounts and the titles on 
our business cards is not 
always easy. Many people's 
self-esteem is bound up in 
their work. “There is that 
niggling doubt,” Binstead 
admits. “Do people think I'm 
lazy?” Our society celebrates 

overwork as a symptom of great moral probity. “It creeps into every part 
of our society, this hustle culture,” Binstead says. “If you're not busy or 
trying your hardest, you're a lesser person somehow.”

It was not always this way. In pre-industrial Britain, the wealthy elite were 
defined by their ability to not work, but live off land rents and capital 
investments. With the advent of industrialisation, and the emergence of 
an upwardly mobile middle class, industry replaced leisure as a marker of 
respectability.

The contemporary iteration of this values system emanates from Silicon 
Valley. Elon Musk is known to work 120-hour weeks, scheduled into five-
minute meetings. In her autobiography Lean In, Sheryl Sandberg writes 
about answering emails from her hospital room, the day after giving 
birth. “Silicon Valley is a place filled with workaholics,” says Alex Pang, the 
author of Shorter: How Working Less Will Revolutionise the Way You Get 
Things Done. “The default is to talk about how many hours you are 
working. Managers count how many cars are parked in the parking lot on 
Sunday nights.” Not content with exporting its brutalising work culture, 
Silicon Valley has also innovated devices to tether us to our offices. “The 
fact that we carry our offices around in our pockets has made being 
always 'on' a moral imperative,” says Pang.

As a result, leisure has become a dirty word. Any time we scrounge away 
from work is to be filled with efficient blasts of high-intensity exercise, or 
other improving activities, such as meditation or prepping nutritionally 
balanced meals. Our hobbies are monetised side hustles; our homes 
informal hotels; our cars are repurposed for ride-sharing apps. We holiday 
with the solemn purpose of returning recharged, ready for ever-more 
punishing overwork. Doing nothing – simply savouring the miracle of our 
existence in this world – is a luxury afforded only to the respectably 
retired, or children.

“In a situation where every waking moment has become the time in 
which we make our living,” writes Jenny Odell in her anti-productivity 
tract How to Do Nothing, “and when we submit even our leisure for 
numerical evaluation via likes on Facebook … time becomes an 
economic resource that we can no longer justify spending on 'nothing'. It 
provides no return on investment; it is simply too expensive.” Odell 
exhorts readers to recognise that “the present time and place, and the 
people who are here with us, are … enough”.

The calls to end the fetishisation of overwork, and its concomitant self-
optimisation culture, are gaining traction: both the UK and US have 
prominent campaigns for a four-day week. Futurists such as Pang 
advocate a world in which technology is not a straitjacket but a force for 
liberation, enabling “us to be more productive in ways that allow us to 
reclaim more of our time”. Pang quotes approvingly from Bertrand 
Russell's 1932 essay In Praise of Idleness. “Modern methods of production 
have given us the possibility of ease and security for all [but] we have 
continued to be as energetic as we were before there were machines,” 
Russell wrote. “In this we have been foolish, but there is no reason to go 
on being foolish for ever.”

Until that changes, a more radical approach to our fetid working culture 
might be to unstick time entirely from notions of capitalist value. “I like 
the underlying concept of being a time millionaire,” says Pang. “But I'm 
not sure I like the name. It sounds economical and transactional. What I 
do like is the idea of placing a greater value on time, and recognising its 
scarcity, and importance.” After all, we cannot accrue time, or invest it and 
watch it grow. It runs away from us; we slip and slide in its wake. Perhaps 
time isn't a bank account, but a field. We can grow productive crops, or 
things of beauty; roses for the pruning and topiary hedges to be 
trimmed. Or we can simply do nothing, and let the wildflowers grow. 
Everything is of beauty, everything is of equal value.

Time millionaires: meet the people pursuing the pleasure of leisure
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… as you're joining us from India, we have a small favour to ask. Tens of millions have placed their trust in the Guardian's high-impact journalism 
since we started publishing 200 years ago, turning to us in moments of crisis, uncertainty, solidarity and hope. More than 1.5 million readers, 
from 180 countries, have recently taken the step to support us financially – keeping us open to all, and fiercely independent.

With no shareholders or billionaire owner, we can set our own agenda and provide trustworthy journalism that's free from commercial and 
political influence, offering a counterweight to the spread of misinformation. When it's never mattered more, we can investigate and challenge 
without fear or favour.

Unlike many others, Guardian journalism is available for everyone to read, regardless of what they can afford to pay. We do this because we 
believe in information equality. Greater numbers of people can keep track of global events, understand their impact on people and 
communities, and become inspired to take meaningful action.

We aim to offer readers a comprehensive, international perspective on critical events shaping our world – from the Black Lives Matter movement, 
to the new American administration, Brexit, and the world's slow emergence from a global pandemic. We are committed to upholding our 
reputation for urgent, powerful reporting on the climate emergency, and made the decision to reject advertising from fossil fuel companies, 
divest from the oil and gas industries, and set a course to achieve net zero emissions by 2030.
If there were ever a time to join us, it is now. Every contribution, however big or small, powers our journalism and sustains our future. Support 
the Guardian from as little as $1 – it only takes a minute. If you can, please consider supporting us with a regular amount each month. 
Thank you.

Time millionaires: meet the people pursuing the pleasure of leisure
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An Unhealthy Obsession with Money
One hundred dollars invested in Berkshire 
Hathaway in 1965 would have grown to more 
than $2.8 million by the end of 2020.

Warren Buffett's holding company is the most 
impressive long-term compounding machine in 
history, increasing in market value at 20% per 
year for nearly 6 decades.

Compounding is a wonderful thing but it can 
also become an unhealthy obsession if you view 
every financial decision through that lens.

In Buffett: The Making of an American Capitalist, 
Roger Lowenstein tells a story from Buffett's 
friend and former business partner Katherine 
Graham when she was publisher of the 
Washington Post.

Graham was in the airport with Buffett and 
needed to make a phone call from a payphone 
(remember those?). She asked Buffett for a dime 
(which was the going rate for a call at the time). 
Buffett grabbed a quarter from his pocket and 
walked off to get change from a cashier.

Graham snapped at him, “Warren, give me the 
quarter!”

Buffett was so stingy he wanted to give her exact 
change for the call and not a penny more.

There was another story from the book where 
Buffett complained to a friend about his wife 
purchasing $15k of new furniture for their home. 
He told the friend, “Do you know how much that 
is if you compound it over 20 years?”

I'm not going to defend extravagant furniture 
purchases but that's not really the point. If you're 
always worried about the future value of your 
money, it becomes much harder to enjoy the 
present value of your time.

Shelby Davis isn't a household name like Buffett 
but his investing track record is almost as 
impressive.

Davis quit his job at age 38 in the late-1940s to 
become a full-time investor. His timing was 
impeccable as the stock market was about to 
enter one of the great bull markets of all-time. 
His timing was fortuitous but Davis was also a 
fantastic stock picker.

Sticking mainly to insurance stocks, Davis 
managed to turn $50,000 in 1947 into $900 

1million by the time he passed away in 1994.

Like Buffett, Davis was a compounding machine. 
Like Buffett, Davis came from the value investing 
school of Ben Graham. And like Buffett, Davis 
was noticeable cheap for being so rich.

Buffett scoffed at buying expensive furniture for 
his wife as he did the math in his head about lost 
future gains from compounding while Davis 
gave the exact same speech to his 

grandson…about a $1 hot dog. He refused to 
buy it for the boy.

He also told his children they could only have a 
2swimming pool if they dug the hole themselves.

Those are relatively small things though. Once 
the sums became large enough, the money 
created a rift in the family.

In his book The Davis Dynasty, John Rothchild 
recounts a fight between Davis and his daughter 
that made it into the pages of the New York Daily 
News in the early-1960s:

In the early 1940s, he funded each account with 
$4,000-surely not a sum that would sap 
anybody's future self-reliance. By 1961, as the 
New York Daily News reported, each “$4,000 
acorn had grown into a $3.8 million oak.”

Davis wanted to give a gift to Princeton, his alma 
mater, and he decided the best way to fund the 
gift was to demand that his daughter, Diana, 
sign over her entire fortune. (Diana wanted to 
marry someone Davis didn't approve of.) Diana 
naturally objected, and Davis, with no legal 
recourse, tried to force her hand by hiring a PR 
firm to portray her as a greedy ingrate in the 
New York tabloids. “I fear what Diana needs is a 
good spanking,” Davis told the press.

Diana fought back in the media and the press 
took her side, but she and her brother were 
humiliated. They eventually agreed to allow their 
father to donate all but $1 million of each of 
their inherited fortunes to end the public 
squabble, but the family relationship never fully 
recovered. Money does not always buy 
happiness.

Davis was so good at compounding money in 
the stock market that he turned a few thousand 
dollars into millions of dollars in his children's 
trust funds. And when he found out his daughter 
was marrying someone he didn't approve of, he 
tried to use that money as leverage.

Listen, money is great and all but when it begins 
to impact your family, what's the point? Is it 
really worth it?

Hetty Green was widely known as “the richest 
woman in America” during the Gilded Age. 
Despite acquiring a fortune as a financier at the 
same time as Carnegie, Rockefeller, Morgan, and 
Gould, the Guinness Book of World Records 
named her the “greatest miser” in the world.

A renowned cheapskate who often wore one 
piece of clothing until it was worn out, Green 
looked for ways to cut corners at every turn.

Although she could afford to pay for the best 

medical care, Hetty would bring her son to a free 
clinic dressed in tattered clothes to avoid paying 
for healthcare.

In Green's biography, Janet Wallach wrote, “For 
her to even think of money when her son's well-
being was at stake was inexcusable, except to 
say that Hetty Green never thought of anything 
without evaluating its cost, and never received a 
bill that she did not question.”

Money can provide many things — comfort, 
peace of mind and convenience. But it can also 
provide stress, jealously and resentment.

Creating vast sums of wealth often comes at a 
cost.

Entrepreneur Felix Dennis explains in his book 
How to Get Rich:

Never yet have I met a self-made rich man or 
woman whose family or personal relationships 
were not plagued by the burden of creating a 
fortune, even a small fortune. A rocky marriage; 
lack of time spent with their children; the 
substitution of expensive gifts to repress guilt 
created by their frequent absences from home; 
the concern that their children have grown used 
to privilege and are consequently slacking in 
their education or lacking in ambition—all of 
these come as part and parcel of self-made 
wealth.

There is no escape, although each of us believes 
we can be the exception that proves the rule. Is 
this a price you are prepared to pay?

It's fun to daydream about creating enough 
wealth to become one of the richest people in 
the world.

Just remember there are always trade-offs with 
these things.

Even some of the richest people on the planet 
have awful relationships with money.

Further Reading: My Persona Finance Mentor
1Davis did like to use margin for his portfolio but 
no matter how you slice it this is an impressive 
track record that has gone relatively unnoticed 

2by the investing public. After two straight 
weekends of digging his sons finally hit enough 
bedrock to make it impossible to break through 
so Davis brought in some professionals to take 
over with a bulldozer. I actually don't mind this 
one if it taught a good lesson.
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